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I have many, many, many more similar accounts but I guess you would not be interested
as Government investigations only want to protect their own. I can easily provide
hardcopy evidence of
staff providing false, misleading, malicious information to
psychiatrists as an act of destroying an employees career as they were encouraged to do
this and I had never seen a psychiatrist in my life until I was forced to attend one as a
result of the threat I would be breaching the code of conduct of the APS if I didn’t. From
that point on the psychiatrist was corrupt and left out vital information and included only
information that supported the cause of
as he was paid a tidy sum by
. This
psychiatrist has been shown to be highly unethical and totally unprofessional as indicated
by industrial courts but his corrupt report has my life not worth living.
I gave advice and industry knowledge as I was a racing and breeding employee prior to
. Knowing of the situation in Japan I told supervisors that there was equine
influenza in Japan before the EI outbreak but they bullied me and said I was a fool
because I did not have a degree and they were educated at Gatton Ag College and I was
ignored because they felt they were superior to myself. EI cost Australia billions of
dollars and sent people broke. Supervisors to say this to me were
who is still
highly paid in the senior executive service,
and
who
are senior
management in Brisbane continually protected by corrupt Government
Ministers and their secretaryies such as
from
who know they are a
law unto themselves as they are a government agency and know they are lawless and
untouchable because of it.
I agree with this comment from a paper as it is exactly how the APS operates and I was
an APS employee for 9 years.
Bullying is a behavioural trait of many people I have worked with. It is so subtle.
Vicious gossiping, ostracism, condescension and hypocrisy are its tools and are
devastatingly effective in killing someone' s character and change his or her
personality, destroy self esteem and instill doubts in that person. This in turn affects
his/ her private life. I very much doubt if can be got rid of as it is virtually
encouraged in the workplace. It should be made a serious crime not some kind of
bad behaviour to be hushed.
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My time within

I have been through the mill with these APS management for the past 11 years. I have
been investigated for manufactured allegations of which
cleared me of after a
investigation found nothing could be shown.
I have been forced to be interviewed on tape of which they said I had no choice or I
would be breaching the code of conduct. I participated as had no choice. I was then
forced to attend a psychiatrist for the first tie in my life. This unprofessional paid witness
in
is a lying and malicious individual with zero credibility as he is on the
nose of Courts which he has provided tainted evidence to in QLD on a regular basis.
left out many integral details and included details of my family members
against the criteria set by
for no other reason I can gather was to bully myself
further. This report was subject to many senior executive service members in Canberra
who had knowledge of my family members and my health through the report, of which I
do no think was any of their business. This just displays Gov agencies are untouchable as
no one will ever hold them accountable for my privacy and that of my family being
disseminated by
with no care in the slightest as they are a rule unto themselves as
they are powerful and I am not.
also left out an involuntary admission to hospital as this would not favor
his paying clients in
. This report was a beatup and other reports compiled by
have been shown to be biased in other industrial court cases of which I can name if
necessary.
I was also investigated by a
from quality management solutions in Canberra,
this bloke is a total utter
who did not even interview me but found I was to be
dismissed as a result of his investigation as the findings were unambiguous. Then my
employer believed his manufactured allegations as he was a former senior executive
service member himself and terminated me.
is a former member of the senior executive service in Canberra and was paid
by his friend & former colleague for his business in this so called investigation where he
received free airfares and luxury accommodation in Brisbane when he pretended to
interview myself but never did as he knew it wouldn’t favor
.
He was appointed by
who was in
at the time and knew he was
always unaccountable. Issues leading up to my targeting and bullying were such as the
regional manager of
,
in Qld,
losing the plot one day in
September of 2007 and swearing at me and threatening me very aggressively and
violently in his office with the whole
Centre building aware of what occurred and
his PA having to slam the door shut in order to not offend visitors to the building. He
apologised later that week on Friday in the presence of his PA and emailed the region that
he was taking personal leave as a result. His outburst included threats and foul language
but he got off and I was punished for anything
could get me for. I provided a
Statutory Declaration as a result of this to Department and other Gov agencies but they

say as I am no longer an employee they can not investigate anything which is why they
sacked me of course.
the most senior
officer in Qld was allowed off without any
accountability as his friend
was the head of
investigation unit in
and made sure he did not take my harassment claim seriously and threatened me
further if I did so any investigation into his bullying was never going to be in my favor no
matter what.
Hiring a totally non-independent & highly corrupt investigator is against the APS code of
conduct as they are supposed to be agreed on and both
and
knew he
wasn't independent but went ahead anyhow as they know they are unaccountable and
untouchable as Ministers will support their corrupt actions. But it is obvious they
breached APS code of conduct in appointing
to investigate as he is a known former
SES member in Canberra who leaches public funds for his own profits.
These are only a few of the things I have encountered along with
HR manager of
Qld,
attending my residence on 2 occasions and then employing a
messenger service to attend my residence to abuse and threaten my housemates as I was
not at home. I have another 100 or more accounts of manufactured bullying towards
myself of which the HR manager undoubtedly told
totally malicious and
misleading lies which were used in collateral evidence in his report to taint his perception
of myself and destroy me. I did not sign anything at
in order to release the
report but he released it in any case which is against every law of medical privacy in
Australia but Gov agencies are untouchable.
Having no funds for legal representation, I represented myself & I asserted that
had a conflict of interest in having Commissioner Simpson hear my case as he was,
unashamedly very close family friends with
who was the
and my boss at
and he didn't notify me of this prior to hearing it and making a decision, but when
I raised this at
I was not liked by their full bench of another corrupt person in
who owns
and protects corrupt MPs like
who gets his investigation held up because he has the power of the
labor party behind him, unlike normal citizens.
who has no integrity or honesty just goes along with whatever
management tell him and being a senior staffer in
he was acting as a go between
from Minister and Secretary of
, an evil lowlife called
and
from
within
carried out investigations against me, of which he found zero
but then he was performing dual roles in informing high ranking
staff what was
going on and giving directions to Brisbane
staff on how to terminate my
employment. He also played an integral role in protecting the highest ranking member of
in QLD
as a result of his threatening and abusive, foul mouthed
outburst while he was in Brisbane in a highly paid position and still has a highly paid
protected position within the senior executive service to this day as they are a law unto
themselves.

the so called and highly paid director of
within
is a bad
person with no integrity as he protected his friend
when it was his sole and
only role of his position to investigate unethical and corrupt and individuals but his own
friend in
had immunity to his investigations as he was his friend who he
always protected.
is highly corrupt and protects his colleagues no matter
what and will set up whoever he likes with manufactured allegations so I will just say he
is a dangerous person with power in
and protected to the hilt by Ministers as they
have no spinal cord and are gultless human beings as I have dealt with them all and they
tell their Department staff to brush me off as a troublemaker and make me pay which
they have as I was dismissed in August 2009 as a result of dodgy, corrupt and totally
unethical behaviour from
who knows he is untouchable as a member of
the senior executive service as that is how it is!
I have never done anything apart from want the best for the country, but I have had to cop
this
which has destroyed my life as these scum rule without accountability and their
code of conduct means nothing to management as they are immune to accountability
because the Gov always tells their senior staff to keep a lid on anything that can create
debate or raise issues in society and that is how my life has been destroyed so I think the
senior executive service need to be held accountable for high level bullying and
encouragement of it FOREVER but as usual they will also be protected as this whole
House of Reps, Why have this if the cause is the Senior Executive Service
being
directed what to do by the MPs?????? When you will never
None of these

will ever care unless they are made to pay!!!

